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Honor Roll Report
Patagonia One Program
Gets a Big Thumbs-Up
Editor Note: We’ve been looking hard
for a report on the new Patagonia One
Program in South America. It involves
fishing in both Argentina and Chile. The
good news is subscriber Cort Frohlich
has stepped up to the plate with an almost rapturous report. We are putting
him on our Subscriber Honor Roll for
taking the time and making the effort to
share what he experienced. His Honor
Roll Fishing Cap is already in the mail.
y wife and I were fortunate
enough to be among the first
anglers to experience Patagonia Base Camp’s Patagonia One
program, now in just its first full year of
being available. Our trip was arranged
for us by The Fly Shop in Redding,

M

California, and it’s the third time we
have used them. As before, working
with Pat Pendergast and his team at the
Fly shop was a true pleasure, and he was
spot-on letting us know what to expect
and, importantly, providing us with flies
that worked exceptionally well in all the

various waters we fished. And what a
variety of waters they were!
The Patagonia One program is a
10-night, nine-day collaboration between Las Pampas Lodge in Argentina
and The Base Camp in Chile. It provides
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what I believe is an unrivaled combination of small-water, walk-and-wade fishing in Argentina with float fishing the
big mountain rivers of Patagonian Chile.
We flew overnight from Atlanta on
Delta, arriving in Buenos Aires at approximately 9 AM. We were then taken
through the city to the regional airport,
where we boarded a two-and-a-half-hour
flight to Esquel. From there, we were
driven another two and a half hours to
Las Pampas Lodge, which would be
our home for the next four nights, with
three days of fishing, before crossing the
border for six days of fishing in Chile.
The lodge, managed and partially owned
by Augustine (Augie) Fox is lovely,
having accommodations for only eight
anglers, with very comfortable rooms
and beds and private bathrooms. Morning and evening meals, and they were
excellent, were taken communally in the
main lodge. Breakfasts always included
fresh juice and eggs and bacon if you so
desired. Lunch was served in the field
and always included a fine Argentinian
Malbec, which we really enjoyed. At
dinner, which is usually served about
8:30 PM, everyone eats together, guides
and guests alike, which makes for some
interesting and sometimes highly amusing conversation. The bar is always open
and well stocked. Unlimited fine Argentinian varietals are provided with dinner.
The fireplace was usually roaring in the
morning and again later at night, adding
to the ambience. Views over the mountains were spectacular. We saw five massive Andean Condors circling overhead
one morning.
As for the fishing, it was as good
as advertised, if not better. On our first
day, we fished Terremoto (earthquake)
a spring creek, with Pancho and his
American assistant, Kevin, who were to
be our guides for the entire three days.
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They were fantastic. Terremoto was
quite an introduction to the wonders of
the waters available at Las Pampas. My
first fish here, in slow-moving, crystalclear spring creek water was a 20-inch
rainbow. I took it on a size 19 Purple
Haze. I then took four 18- to 20-inch
bows on a size 10 yellow-bellied hopper. The takes were incredibly slow and
visual, and the fish, when hooked, went
ballistic. I ended the morning sightcasting to a 21-inch brown that took a
size 16 tan Elk Hair Caddis. I landed it
after a great fight that included several
jumps. My wife, meanwhile, took several nice rainbows and missed a brown
that Pancho estimated at 24 to 25 inches.
What a start!
The lodge has a number of scenic,
fish-filled lakes available, and the next
day we fished Lago #5. Unfortunately,
as occurs in Patagonia, it was quite
windy, and fishing the reed beds and
rock walls of the lake produced only a
fish or two. When the lakes are on, however, I was told, they can be spectacular
for some really big browns and rainbows. We switched to the Rio Pico in the
afternoon and caught several respectable
rainbows.
On our third and final day at Las
Pampas, we experienced a very special
day of fishing in a maze of spring creek
channels of the Rio Pico that is locally
known as “Africa.” The channels occur
on a stunning, 7,000-acre ranch, surrounded by snow-capped peaks. My
wife and I both agreed it was one of
the most visually stunning places we

had ever seen, much less fished. Every
one of those spring creek channels was
loaded with big, healthy browns and
rainbows that were feeding on caddis.
We had constant action all day fishing to
huge, free-rising trout. This was classic
spring creek fishing. It was a day never
to be forgotten, capped off when two
huge condors landed in a meadow right
behind me as I was landing yet another
20-inch rainbow, and then spread their
wings. Even Pancho was impressed!
The following day it was time to
leave Las Pampas and cross the border
into Chile. The “road” into Chile has to
be seen to be believed. To put it mildly,
it is just a wee bit bumpy, and the bridges you cross have certainly never seen an
OSHA inspector. All part of the fun! The
crossing was seamless and took only
about an hour and a half. It was clear
that not many people cross at this remote
location, as the three soldiers manning
the crossing on the Chilean side were
obviously excited to have something to
do, squabbling over who would have the
honor of stamping our passports. We had
been told that a gun and carbine belonging to Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid, who lived in that very area before
moving to Bolivia, where they were
killed, were at the border crossing but
could only be seen with the commandant’s permission. With Pancho translating, we asked politely and were allowed
into another room, where we saw and
photographed the weapons. Pretty cool.
As we entered Chile we were met
by Courtney and Fabian from Patago-

Honor Roll Subscribers
 The Angling Report encourages
subscribers to file reports on great
places to fish and important news developments that help the rest of us decide
where to go—or not to go—fishing.
Subscribers who file unusually important and useful reports are placed on
our Subscriber Honor Roll and sent a
complimentary Angling Report Honor
Roll fishing cap. Honor Roll subscribers
also get special consideration for FREE
trips. Our new Honor Roll subscriber
this month is Cort Frolich who wrote
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the Page 1 report in this issue on the
new Patagonia One Program in South
America. It’s a must-read report on an
usually interesting and diverse fishing experience. If you have been on an
interesting trip recently, send a letterlength report to see if you can get on
our subscriber Honor Roll. E-mail it to
doncausey@anglingreport.com. You
can find the complete list of Honor Roll
subscribers on our Web site, www.anglingreport.com. Click on “Honor Roll
subscribers.”
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nia Base Camp. After quickly clearing
Chilean customs, we were on the water by 10:30, so you don’t really lose
any fishing time at all. We started out
with a float trip on the Rio Figueroa to
Temple Camp, where we would spend
two nights before continuing on to Base
Camp. Courtney explained that the first
day would be a whitewater day, and he
gave us a very detailed safety orientation. He explained we would be traversing two class-3 to class-4 rapids on the
way in to Temple Camp.
As we began the float, we caught
several nice rainbows, and then El Diablo, the first—and appropriately named—
rapid was upon us. Negotiating these
rapids is nothing like most whitewater
trips in the United States, where you are
on a raft with several other tourists and
there’s always another raft coming along
behind you. This was the real deal, just
the three of us in an incredibly remote
and inaccessible canyon. Courtney had
to work hard negotiating El Diablo, as it
is lengthy and full of drops, whirlpools,
and boulders. He did a beautiful job.
Once we had cleared the rapid
and reentered calmer water, he said we
would soon understand why the camp
is called Temple Camp. Indeed, I do
not have the words to describe just how
beautiful that canyon on the Figueroa is.
The rocks have been carved by the water
over the eons at 90-degree angles, and
the entire canyon looks like nothing so
much as a Mayan temple. Having just
experienced the magic of “Africa” the
day before, my wife and I felt that on
two consecutive days we had experienced two places as unique and as beautiful as any on Earth. There were deep
green, slow-moving pools in the canyon,
just inviting a swim, and, as it was a
bright, sunny day, it was an invitation I
gladly accepted.
The rapids were not done with us,
however, when we made it through Diablo. We still had to traverse “Pinball” before reaching Temple Camp. If anything,
this rapid was even more challenging
than Diablo, as the water had dropped
and Courtney was required to adapt, on
the fly, to a rapid that was very different from the previous one. This was an
August 2016

attention-getting rapid, but very exhilarating. If you are up for combining some
great fishing with incredible whitewater
this is as good as it gets.
Temple Camp has to be one of the
coolest out-camps anywhere. Set just
above a small rapid that lulls you to
sleep each night, there are two domos
(igloo-shaped structures) for a maximum
of four anglers. They are permanent,
with wood floors, area rugs, very comfortable beds, and private outdoor attached flush toilet and outdoor shower.
We loved it! We met our two fellow
guests, Peter from Brooklyn, New York,
and Steve from Washington, D.C., and
proceeded to have a dinner of grilled
lamb with plenty of good wine and Cuban cigars our new friends had brought
along. Peter had an iPod full of tunes

and Steve and my wife, Tammy, even
cut a rug a little bit. What a great way to
end a very special day.
The following day, we floated
below the camp with guide Dave Neal
from Montana. We had a fine day, with
probably 20 nice fish brought to the net.
We then returned to Temple Camp for
our second night and had the place to
ourselves. Courtney and Dave grilled up
two fresh hams direct from Base Camp
that could have fed 20 people.
The following day, after a good
night’s sleep, we departed for four
nights at Base Camp. Our forward
progress first involved a short drive to
Lago Rosselot, where we met Hayden,
our guide for a day of lake fishing from
a jet boat. This was all sight fishing to
cruising rainbows, very similar to bonefishing and great fun. We would spot
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a fish, usually in a scum line, and cast
some four or five feet in front of the fish,
which would invariably result in a slow
approach and even slower take. In addition, we hunted the rock walls lining the
lake, where we saw fish in the shadows
that seemed to glow. We were able to
sight-cast to them as well. There are several spectacular waterfalls feeding the
lake, and we thoroughly enjoyed the day.
That evening we finally reached
Base Camp, owned and managed by
Marcel and Carolina Sijnesael. Marcel
first arrived in Chile in 1997, he told
us, with just a backpack, a tent, and
a fly rod. He immediately fell in love
with the area and purchased a piece
of property on the banks of the Palena
River. By 2001, he had constructed Base
Camp and opened it to his first guests.
The lodge is gorgeous, constructed of
native hardwoods with a capacity for ten
anglers. Marcel, Carolina, and their two
precious daughters, Elena and Isabel,
live right next door. We were met with a
pitcher of pisco sours and a sumptuous
meal, supervised by Kelly, who arrived
four years ago from Holland to be a
nanny for the girls. She now does a great
job making everyone feel as if they are
honored guests in a private home. There
is a wood-fired hot tub here and a sauna
overlooking the river, both of which we
took full advantage of.
Over the next two days, we had
the privilege of fishing with guide Greg
Bricker, who has been at Base Camp
going on ten years. He is as good as they
come. Our first float was from upstream
back to the lodge, and we had one of
those days you never forget. Using large
black Fat Alberts with a sprinkling of
Gypsy Kings and Chubby Chernobyls
thrown in, we must have moved 40 fish,
bringing about 25 to the net, including
a 25½-inch broad-shouldered brown,
21- and 18-inch browns, a 22-inch rainbow, and numerous 18- to 20-inch rainbows. The action was constant, and we
doubled up more than once. Some of the
fishing was to promising-looking eddies
and structure, and some was sight fishing to individual fish. What a day!
The following day we fished with
Greg downstream from the lodge and
Volume 29, Number 8
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once again caught many impressive big
rainbows, all on big dries. We celebrated
with a riverside sauna and some of Marcel’s outstanding selection of Chilean
varietals. On our ninth, and, sadly, final
day, we fished once again with Dave
Neal, our old friend from the Temple
Camp, this time floating the Rio Rosselot. This involved one final class-4
rapid. We were into fish from beginning
to end, sticking the first fish within 50
yards of putting in and the last, a 20inch rainbow, 50 yards from taking out.
At lunchtime, Dave maneuvered through
a small technical rapid to a side channel where we wet-waded while Dave
was arranging the food. Here, my wife
quickly caught three nice rainbows and I
chipped in with two.
That night we enjoyed a traditional
Chilean asado, a young lamb roasted all
day over a wood fire, again with plenty
of fine wine. All the guides and Marcel
joined us, and it was an evening filled
with stories, laughter, and the camaraderie of folks that by now seemed like old
friends. To sum it all up, the Patagonia
One Program allows you to experience
the very best fishing of two wonderful
countries. Throw in gorgeous scenery,
exciting whitewater, delicious food and
wine, and wonderfully warm people and
you have what is truly a dream trip. My
advice: book this one as soon as you
can. Enjoy!—Cort Frohlich.
Dateline: Sudan

On-Site Report
Triggerfish, Anyone?
This May Be THE Spot
Editor Note: In the past year we have
received mixed reports from anglers
returning from fishing the Nubian Flats
of Sudan, but this report from subscriber
Ueli Zellweger is unreservedly positive,
especially as regards the triggerfishing.
Thanks, Ueli, for continuing to check in
with your trips.
he Sudanese coast of the Red Sea
has been well known for some
time for its spectacular scuba
diving, but, until two years ago, it was
almost unknown to fly fishermen. Hav-

T
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ing just returned from there, I am happy
to report some highlights. First, the
islands here are surrounded by flats of
various sizes, some of them absolutely
enormous. Clearly, there are hotspots
around some of the remote outer coral
atolls that have hardly ever been fished.
Beyond those atolls is a fully intact coral
reef and then a deep blue abyss full of
fish and mysteries.
The main target species on the flats
are triggerfish, giant trevally, bluefin
trevally, and milkfish. Groupers, snappers, Napoleon wrasse, and barracuda
can also be encountered, along with
bonefish and permit. The species that
gets my nod here after three days of
spectacular fishing recently is triggerfish, both of the yellow margin and titan
(or moustache) variety. In fact, I think
this area is Mecca when it comes to trig-

gerfishing, and I mean that from a global
perspective. Yes, the triggerfish here are
as fickle as permit, but that is true of this
species everywhere. That is what makes
stalking, teasing, and eventually hooking and landing one so exciting. On my
best day I hooked eight triggerfish and
managed to land six of them, plus a GT
that measured more than 35 inches and
five good-sized bluefin trevally. The day
ended with me hooking a huge Napoleon wrasse that broke me off when he
went over the reef after taking more than
200 meters of backing.
Fishing is done here either by walking along the beach, wading in kneedeep water on hard or sandy bottoms,
or out near the edge of the reef on very
uneven ground in fully intact coral gardens. Fishing in that latter environment,
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where you get knocked around by the
surf and waves, can be very challenging,
but it provides you the best chance to
hook a massive GT or even a dogtooth
tuna.
As for what to use on the triggerfish
here, I fared best with spawning shrimp
flies, such as the sand prawn or Homer
Shrimpson. I had some luck with crab
flies, but I got the impression that the
tiny splash of a landing crab fly was
enough to spook them. The aggressive
GTs went for anything big and dark.
Once hooked, they were hard to hold.
My boat lost three huge ones after they
sped away over the reef, cutting the line.
We also lost a milkfish on a flat, which
to all of our amazement had taken a
shrimp-fly. At one point, we achieved a
unique double hookup: a huge red snapper and a titan trigger. Even more amazing, at one point while we were fishing
near a drop-off three whales came cruising by in slow motion, almost within
casting distance. This kind of thing happens out in the Red Sea, I learned, when
you are out of sight of all land except the
tiny atoll behind you where numerous
turtles are going ashore to deposit their
eggs. Terns and a lonely osprey seem to
watch carefully what you are doing out
there in their territory.
The live-aboard my trip was based
from was an elderly English catamaran
with the unusual name of My Scuba Libre. It is the only boat to take guests out
for fishing locally, I was told. Our guide,
Nicola, is a co-owner. His guiding efforts were simply outstanding. The crew
consists of charming locals and a very
knowledgeable skipper who seems to
know the vast area by heart. Continental
breakfast was served each morning at
around seven, followed by a lunch of
pasta and fruit out on the beach. Dinner typically consisted of three courses
and was served back on the live-aboard.
There was beer and wine on board, but
be careful: You are not allowed to import
any alcohol into Sudan.
The full equipment picture here
included a 26-foot motorboat with two
powerful engines and two wooden boats.
The motorboat was excellent for covering lots of water exploring for new placVolume 29, Number 8
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es to fish. The season here runs from
the beginning of April to the end of
June. We fished the area south of Port
Sudan. Later in the season, the best
fishery is to the north of Port Sudan.
I found the water of the Red Sea
extremely salty, and it ranged between
77 and just over 82 degrees Fahrenheit,
which is quite warm. We had very nice
weather conditions, with mostly light
breezes. On two days, stronger winds
came up in the afternoon, which made
fishing a bit tricky. The snorkelling
around the reefs was phenomenal.
The best way to get to this area is
via Flydubai, a sister airline of Emirates, which serves Port Sudan twice
weekly. Port Sudan is in the north of
Sudan and is politically safe. Immigration and visa formalities, including
airport taxes, are professionally dealt
with by a local travel agency. This is
not a luxury trip, but the experience
was certainly well worth what I paid
for it. If you are considering this trip,
be aware that the wading can be tiring. Moderate fitness at a minimum is
required to enjoy this trip. I strongly
recommend that you bring first-class
wading boots and a pair of gravel
guards to avoid painful coral scratches
on the shins. Enjoy!
Postscript: This trip can be booked
through Tourette Fishing (www.tourettefishing.com) in South Africa
or through Aardvark Mcleod (www.
aardvarkmcleod.com) in the UK. Ueli
gives the cost of his seven-night, sixday trip as 3,750 euros, all-inclusive
except flights.
Dateline: florida

On-Site Report
This Almost-Snook Trip
Became a Tarpon Outing
Editor Note: We couldn’t resist this
account of an almost-snook trip that
turned in a tarpon outing. It’s by author Chris Santella, who wrote the
well-regarded book, Fifty Places to Fly
Fish Before You Die. If you like this
story, you’ll love his book. You can buy
it on Amazon by clicking on the hyperAugust 2016

link above.
y parents live on the east
coast of Florida. Generally,
when I visit from Oregon, I
focus my attention solely on my folks,
who are in their mid-80s. But this past
Mother’s Day weekend, it turned out
that an angling buddy from Maine,
Mac McKeever, was going to be in
Florida for a conference a few days
before my proposed visit and there
would be a small window for us to
chase tarpon. Initially, we planned to
fish out of the Keys. But after hearing
banner reports from another friend,
Robert Tomes, about the bite around
Everglades City, we shifted our focus
to the north.
It was late in the game (early
April) to find a guide for the date we
had available, but with Robert’s help,

M

we were able to secure an excursion
with a relatively new captain, Ren
Stanley. Tarpon are present in the Everglades region nearly year-round, but
spring is prime time, as local fish are
augmented with migrating fish heading toward their spawning grounds
in the Gulf. Stanley, who served with
the U.S. Army from 2005 to 2008,
designs and manufactures flats skiffs
in addition to guiding, and he is extremely enthusiastic most of the time,
just not about our tarpon prospects
that first Friday in May when we were
scheduled to go out. Winds had been
up out of the northwest, which made
fishing out on the Gulf (where the fish
are generally most plentiful at this
time of year) untenable. Finding fish
in the interior in May can be hit or
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miss, he said. Mac and I were not at all
interested in snook fishing, the main
alternative to chasing tarpon, and we
considered canceling our trip when he
proposed that change. After some back
and forth on the phone, we arrived at a
middle path: We’d snook fish for half a
day so Ren wouldn’t be left without at
least a partial payday, perhaps do some
alligator wrestling on our own in the
afternoon. Suffice it to say, we were
rewarded for staying the course.
We met Captain Stanley near daybreak at Glades Haven Marina and began heading south on the Lopez River,
still mourning our aborted quest for
tarpon. Soon the river gave way to a
maze of channels, bays, and lakes; my
guess is that the uninitiated, unleashed
with a skiff and tank of gas, would be
irretrievably lost and/or marooned on
an embankment of oyster beds within
ten minutes. Stanley had mentioned
at the dock that the snook grounds he
hoped to fish were a bit of a run, so I
was surprised when he killed the engine as we approached a wide stretch
of the river. “Just looking,” he said.
For snook? For alligators? For manatee? He engaged the motor, and five
minutes later at the mouth of a larger
“lake” he killed it again. Within a minute, a large silver back rose from the
dark waters, the just-rising sun glinting
of its back. Then another rose. Then
another. The porpoising tarpon were
soon joined by an alligator floating
silently in their midst, which Stanley
considered a good sign.
For the next five hours, Mac and
I watched fish rolling, splashing, even
leaping completely clear of the water to come crashing down on bait.
Thanks to Stanley’s energetic poling
and excellent sense of where the fish
would be heading next, we had almost
constant shots and managed to jump
five fish. The one fish we landed took
within five feet of the boat, nearly
splashing us with its first leap. The
water at this spot, like much of the
Everglades, allowed for limited visibility. Stanley’s technique was simple:
He would pole the boat in the direction
of rolling fish. Once we were in range,
Volume 29, Number 8
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we’d cast to the center of the ring
created by the fish or to the bubbles
that suggested a resting tarpon, then
retrieve with quick, short bumps. Initially we fished streamer patterns and
had only one take. Once we switched
to one of Stanley’s ties, a small lightcolored bug called a Marty McFly, our
success increased. The fish we hooked
were shy of the century mark (between
40 and 80 pounds, I’d wager) though
bigger fish were certainly present.
The behavior of the fish we encountered, once hooked, was different
from that of beach/open-water fish I’ve
tangled with. There was a long pause
after the initial set, then a slow acceleration, culminating in the leap all
tarpon lovers live for. Stanley encouraged us to play the fish by hand at first,
not bothering to get all of our loose
line on our reels, as keeping tension
was imperative. Indeed, I lost one fish
when I tried to get the line on my reel
in anticipation of a long run.
As the sun rose higher, the tarpon
were joined by a second alligator, and

later a manatee. The primordial roar of
another alligator could be heard from
the edge of the mangroves. Our half
day quickly became a full day, and as
we reached our 2 PM finishing time,
the fish ceased rolling. Mac and I had
what most would consider a sensational day of tarpon angling, made all that
much sweeter by our less-than-zero
expectations for our outing.
Everglades City, our base of operations, would not be easily mistaken
for Paris. Food and lodging options are
rather limited, and there was no nightlife that we could discern. Miller’s
World (www.theevergladesflorida.
com) offers very simple (though airconditioned) cabins that are adjacent
to the marina, which may be the cabins’ most recommendable feature. The
general store on site opens at 6 AM
and serves a coffee-like substance,
breakfast sandwiches, and sandwiches
to take on the water (in addition to
beer/wine/spirits to go). We visited
the also adjacent Oyster House (www.
oysterhouserestaurant.com) for dinner

both nights of our visit. While the fare
was unremarkable, they did have decent beer on tap, a bonus I’ve not frequently encountered in Florida. (BTW:
we never got around to any alligator
wrestling. Tarpon wrestling had been
enough.)
Ren Stanley is establishing a fine
reputation in Everglades City. If you
plan to be in southwest Florida next
spring, you’d do well to reserve a spot
in his boat ahead of time. Given the
vagaries of the wind and weather, having a few days to fish certainly increases your odds of hooking up. You can
reach Ren Stanley at 239-994-1471.
His web address is: www.serenityflyfishing.com).
Just be aware, if you book Everglades City, that snook are prevalent
here, and are many guides’ bread and
butter. It’s important to stress that you
wish to fish for tarpon if that’s indeed
your druthers, though even then, you
may end up fishing for snook if conditions are not conducive to tarpon fishing.—Chris Santella.

Briefly Noted
Things to Do . . . Places to Go . . . New Developments
 There is some very good news to
report from the Bahamas. Seems those
ruinous regulations relating to flats
fishing that we have told you about in
recent months have all been thrown out.
The only changes that are expected to
be made now relate to the creation of
a reasonable fishing license requirement and to the licensing and registration of guides. There is nothing in the
proposed changes that should dampen
your interest in the Bahamas as a flats
fishing destination, whether you plan
to fish at a lodge, with an independent
guide, or on your own.
Specifically, here is what will be
new. As soon as the new regulations
are enacted, all flats anglers will be
required to purchase a fishing license
at a cost of $20 for a week, or $60 for a
year. You will be able to buy the license
online before your arrival, or in an as
yet undefined manner after you arrive.
August 2016

A significant portion of the revenue
from the sale of licenses will go toward
conservation. With this license you
will be able to fish wherever you want
in flats environments in the Bahamas.

The only slight nick in your freedom
to do what you want will apply mostly
to retirees and others who have bought
homes in the Bahamas and purchased
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boats to fish on their own. It will be
unlawful for more than one angler to
fish at a time from a skiff without a registered guide. Before, it was just plain
unlawful for anyone to fish from a skiff
without a guide.
As regards the licensing and registration of guides, the good news is no
single association is going to have the
right to decide who can be a guide and
what he has to know and do to become
one. Importantly, the new regulations
in this area say associations (plural)
in combination with government will
be empowered to license and register
guides. This wrests power away from
a radical guide association that clearly
intended to use its licensing power to
create trouble for just about everyone
except a clique of independent guides.
The only remaining concern at this
point is how those disgruntled guides,
who were trying to shut down do-itVolume 29, Number 8
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yourself fishing in the Bahamas and
complicate the lives of foreign-owned
lodge owners, will react to the new
regulations. Will they still harass doit-yourself anglers? Will they continue
to dampen interest in foreign fishing
tourism investment by pushing for new
tariffs and restrictions? There are good
reasons to be cautiously optimistic on
both those fronts. For one thing, by
creating a fishing license requirement
the government has made it specifically
lawful to fish the flats of the Bahamas
any way you want. It is one thing for a
group to harass and agitate against participants in an activity that is not specifically lawful and allowed (which is
the way things stood before the current
situation arose), and it is quite another
to act that way toward lawfully sanctioned (that is, licensed) participants in
an activity. Harassed anglers should be
able to contact the police and demand
protection. As for new tariffs and restrictions on foreign lodge owners, the
Bahamian officials who announced the
above changes at ICAST in Orlando,
Florida, last month made it clear that
the government has the back of foreigners who want to make progressive
investments in the tourism sector. The
new regulations appear to be a winwin-win for lodge owners and guides,
for the government, and for clients.
And there is one more bit of good
news. To win clients back to the Bahamas, a group called Bahamas Out
Island Promotion Board has announced
a number of special offers. They include a $250 air credit toward a flight
from the United States or Canada to an
Out Island that has direct service from
abroad, or a free flight from Nassau
to islands that do not have direct service from the States and Canada. You
can get more details at: http://www.
myoutislands.com/bahamas-resorts/
bahamas-vacation-packages.
Clearly, the angry “Bahamians
First” language that was used previously by proponents of radical change has
been left in the dirt where it belongs.
Sensible adults in the government have
retaken charge, as they should, given
the fact that an estimated 37,000 people
August 2016

travel to the Bahamas for flats fishing
every year, contributing to the creation
of 18,000 jobs and generating more
than $500 million in annual revenues.
The important takeaway here is simple:
amity is back in the saddle in the Bahamas. And what’s not to like about that?
There are no warmer, more welcoming
people in the world than Bahamians.
And they have some of the most beautiful fish-filled flats in the world. The Bahamas is open for business again, mon!
Book a trip there today.
 Brendan McCarthy of Urban Fly
Guides (www.urbanflyguides.com) has
been positively reviewed in the pages
of The Angling Report in previous
years. He offers trips in the immediate
New York City area and farther outside
the city, too, as this report from James

Larkin illustrates. Here is what he has
to say about his recent trip with McCarthy to the North Fork of Long Island in
search of stripers. He writes:
“I have written reports in the past
on trips with Captain Brendan McCarthy. Brendan has been saltwater guiding in the New York City, Montauk,
and North Fork area longer than he
or anyone else I know can remember.
He has an excellent network of guides
for gathering fishing intelligence and
will get you out on the water early and
keep you out there until you ask to call
it quits. I filed this report on my June
15 trip with him to the North Fork
(Peconic Bay) because I think fellow
subscribers will be very interested in
knowing there is a genuine flats fishing
opportunity within driving distance of
most of the Northeast. It’s for stripers,
mind you, not typical flats fish, but a
flats fishing experience nonetheless.
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“The North Fork of Long Island
is a two-hour drive from Manhattan
and a world apart from that city. It has
all of the benefits of the Hamptons
without the drawbacks: that is, it has
lighter traffic and much less pretentious
nonsense. Also, the fish here are big
and easy to see, and Brendan knows
where to find them. We fished miles of
unfished flats, by the way, and saw only
one other flats boat the entire day. My
understanding is that this fishery picks
up as early as late April and can run
through July. However, this should be
confirmed with Brendan.
“We fished from a traditional flats
boat and used crab flies, floating and
intermediate lines, and hatch reels. All
of Brendan’s equipment was in excellent working condition. Conditions
were perfect that day, with clear visibility and light winds. We caught fish
in the 24- to 28-inch range. The highlight of the trip was skipping work on a
Wednesday to sight-fish for stripers on
the flats only two hours from New York
City. The only problem with the experience was that I had to return to New
York to go to work the next day!”
Postscript: James gives the cost of his
day of guided fishing as $650.
 Fly fishing is not what you think of
first when someone mentions Myrtle
Beach in South Carolina, but the area
does have redfish that are probably
fly-catchable, according to subscriber
Mike Bodenchuk, who fished the area
last April. Here are his observations on
the area:
A business trip I had to make this
past April to Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, left me a small window of time
to look for some fish to catch. A lot is
known about the redfishing down the
coast from Myrtle Beach, in Charleston, but I could find almost nothing
about Myrtle Beach. Indeed, when researching this trip, almost every South
Carolina reference was to Charleston. It
was tempting to simply drive the requisite 90 miles to fish there, but, given the
short time I had available, the time of
year (a little early for great redfishing),
and my interest in exploring new placVolume 29, Number 8
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es, I booked a trip with a Myrtle Beach
guide by the name of John Schuchman
of Reel Action Fishing Charters (www.
actionfishingmyrtlebeach.com; tel.
843-997-3077). I arranged the trip via
telephone and quickly learned that John
books trips for himself, his son, and a
few additional guides he has relationships with. He paired us (my wife and
me) up with Capt. Josh a 30-something
guide who has been a waterman all his
life. Interestingly, Josh did not require
a deposit, but he did ask for advance
notice if we were going to cancel. He
was professional in every way, carefully texting me directions to the Anchor Marina on the Little Neck River
where we were to meet him. He also
reconfirmed our trip as the date for it
approached.
With my wife along, I decided to
take a relaxed approach to the day with
Josh, eschewing a fixation on trophy
fish and asking him to come up with
an agenda for our five-hour trip. On
the appointed day, I learned on arrival
that Reel Action uses 27-foot Carolina
Skiffs (what else?). Capt. Josh’s boat
was clean, well organized, and well
maintained. It turned out that Capt.
Josh’s son was also out with another
charter that day, and we met him and
his client at the end of the Little Neck
River Jetty, where he helped his client hook and land a 30-pound redfish.
Capt. Josh and my wife and I fished
that area for a while, but rough water
soon drove us back inside the river. We
fished several locations at that point,
moving between flounder (all small),

black drum (likewise), and redfish.
While targeting black drum and redfish,
I used my 9 wt. fly rod and some of the
Texas saltwater flies I had brought with
me. Josh admitted he wasn’t much of
a fly fisherman, but he positioned the
boat for me to cast as I asked and he
seemed interested in learning.
Our last stop of the day, timed to
coincide with the outgoing tide, was a
grassy flat where the fish were concentrated in the cuts. I had a few follows
here, but I never had a strike that I

could identify. The marsh, the tide, and
the cuts looked perfect, and I have no
doubt that on a different day, this could
be a classic fly fishing location.
Part of my fly fishing obsession
is a desire to learn new things, and I
learned several key things on this trip.
First, as popular and widespread as fly
fishing has become, there are still areas
where it is not widely practiced. Myrtle
Beach appears to be one of these areas.
There are no fly shops in Myrtle Beach
that I could find, and the local Bass Pro
had a very small section of the store

dedicated to fly fishing. Another thing
I learned was that April isn’t the best
time to fish this area. By all accounts,
September marks what must be epic
redfishing here. Bulletin board photos
and angling reports I read locally all indicate that 30- to 40-pound redfish are
catchable here in September. Given the
habitat I saw and this area’s proximity
to the Little Neck River Delta, I have
no doubt that the fishing here is great at
the right time of year. No, I didn’t find
a dedicated fly fishing guide in Myrtle
Beach, but I found experienced guides
who are willing to work at it. If you’re
interested in an underdeveloped fishery,
this might be good place to visit.
 Anglers interested in Cuba now
have another option when booking
trips. Orvis is now booking and hosting weeklong trips to that island nation. According to the Orvis website
(www.orvis.com/s/orvis-hosted-tripto-cuba/14246), trips include four
days of fishing near Ciénaga de Zapata
National Park with local guides. The
trip begins with a chartered flight from
Miami to Havana, with time to explore
Havana on the front and back ends of
the trip. Anglers interested in booking
the trip can e-mail orvistravel@orvis.
com for more information. Dates beginning in October are listed on the Orvis
website, and the cost of the trip begins
at $6,150 per person. We hope the first
anglers who book this trip will file reports and tell the rest of us how things
went. Send your reports to: mike@anglingreport.com.

OUTFITTER CRITIQUES

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
This section of The Angling Report is based entirely on subscriber-written Fishing Trip Report Forms. Our policy on these forms is to publish excerpts in the newsletter of Angler Network Forms as received without censorship. Agents, guides, lodge operators, and/or outfitters who disagree with anything said about them in this
section are free to submit a rebuttal. As a subscriber, you can help extend the reach of this program by filing a Fishing Trip Report Form yourself. You should find one
inside this issue of your newsletter. Alternately, you can file a report online by going to our website, www.anglingreport.com, and clicking on “File a Report.” For
details about how to do custom searches for Angler Network Reports on our website, see page 2 of this issue.

 Subscriber William Ludolph has
good things to say about his recent
three-day trip to Key West, Florida,
in search of permit and other flats fish.
August 2016

He writes: “We fished with Jared Cyr
of Grey Ghost Fishing Charters (greyghostfishing@gmail.com; tel. 305-797
0566). He is a solid guide, born in Key
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West, with a father and brother who are
both guides. He is experienced, good
humored, and knowledgeable. He also
has good eyes; uses clock and distance
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well; and, most importantly, finds
plenty of permit. I have fished with him
before and my latest trip was as positive
as previous ones.
“Jared has a brand-new, 18-foot
Beavertail Air with a 115 hp Mercury.
It was a great boat, fast and comfortable enough for two anglers. We did
our fishing with 9 and 10 wt. rods with
floating lines. Overall, the weather was
sunny and hot with some wind. Water
clarity was excellent.
“We started our permit days at 8
AM by running out to various flats,
choosing what would be best given the
tide. Some flats were pretty skinny,
with bonefish on them, while other
slightly deeper flats had the permit we
were looking for. On flats with sandy
bottoms, spotting fish was easy. It was
much tougher to spot fish on the deeper
flats with turtle grass. Some flats were
within a short (20-minute) distance
of the dock. Others were closer to 30
minutes away. We would hit between
five and 10 flats, depending on activity
level on them. On our first permit day,
we saw a lot of fish, with about as many
feeding as motoring. One flat had a giant school on it, far bigger than any I
had ever seen. How we missed taking a
fish out of that school before it spooked
is beyond me. As they say, permit fishing can be tough. All of our opportunities netted us one nice permit.
“The next day was pretty dull. We
started at 6 AM with a run out to the
Marquesas to look for resident tarpon.
The migratory tarpon had moved away
in mid-June, of course. While we saw
quite a few tarpon, they would not stay
up long enough for us to get a good
shot. Eventually the wind picked up and
the resultant wave action made it too
tough to be worth continuing. We made
a bumpy but dry crossing back to the
flats. The rest of that day we landed a
couple of bonefish but saw few permit.
“We were back to looking for permit again the following day, fishing flats
of varying depths. The winner that day
was a series of flats broken by channels,
with permit coming out of the channels
and up onto the flats. Naturally, we had
an end-of-day heartbreaker. Seems a reAugust 2016

ally nice fish broke off after 20 minutes
when it went over the edge and back
into the channel.
“We were fishing midweek to cut
down on boat competition, and for the
most part that worked out well. Weekends, I imagine, offer a very different
situation. We had a good many shots
at permit but, as might be expected,
limited hook-ups. Still, we did boat a
couple, and that was certainly good
enough for me.
“If you fish with Jared, be sure
you ask him about local restaurants,
especially Square Grouper, which is
located at Mile Marker 22. The almondencrusted grouper and the scallops,
shrimp, and grouper over pasta or yellow rice were excellent. For accommodations, we used VRBO.com to book a
new condo complex away from down-

town, close to Hurricane Hole Marina.
There were plenty of other options on
the site near/in old Key West. Enjoy!”
Postscript: William Ludolph gives the
cost of the guided fishing on this trip as
$600 per day. That was for eight hours
of fishing.
 Talk about an unusual trip that produced an unusual variety of fish! This
one is way up there at the top. It was
a float trip down three different South
Carolina rivers that produced a Fly
Slam we never heard of, consisting of a
striper, a bluegill, and a smallmouth and
largemouth bass. Subscriber William
Turner has all the details:
“The highlight of my recent float
trip down the Saluda, Broad, and Congaree Rivers in South Carolina was
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catching my first fly-caught striper,
along with a bluegill and a smallmouth
and largemouth bass. They earned me
what is called locally a Fly Slam. The
brown trout I caught was just extra; it
didn’t count in the slam. I was fishing
with guide Jake Howard of Saluda Valley Guides (http://saludavalleyguidesllc.
weebly.com).
“The schoolie stripers we found
on this trip were between two and 12
pounds. I used a 10 wt. rod for the stripers and a 5 wt. for the trout and bass.
The flies I used included chartreuse/
white Craft Fur Minnows and Clousers.
The stripers preferred a medium-slow
stripping retrieve. You had to resist the
temptation to strip too fast. I also used a
seven-foot spinning rod with 30-pound
braid for casting four-inch swimbaits
and fishing live blueback herring. Jake
uses live bait mostly to locate pods of
Stripers and to mine for more fish after
you’ve caught all you can on flies and
artificials. The cost of the trip was $400.
Jake Howard is dialed in on the stripers
in the Saluda River. He will put you on
fish!”
 We’ve reported quite a bit recently
on the fishing around Exmouth in Western Australia. It’s an interesting and
important area, and we’re pleased to
have received another subscriber report
about it, this one from British subscriber Peter Radford. He writes:
“As part of an extended family
holiday, I fished the saltwater flats inside the Ningaloo Reef and Exmouth
Gulf, Western Australia, for three days
this past March. My local fly fishing
guide was Allan Donald of Fly Fishing frontiers (www.flyfishingfrontiers.
com). The Ningaloo Reef and Exmouth
Gulf offer a pristine marine environment about a two-hour plane ride north
of Perth. The reef is close to the shore
here, but, unlike other saltwater flats
areas, Ningaloo has to be fished from
a boat because the water is generally a
meter or more deep.
“The usual flats species (permit,
bonefish, and GTs) were not widely
available on the reef this past March,
but we saw plenty of fish, including
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queenfish, golden trevally, and blue
stripe trevally. Allan was able to expertly put me on fish every day. He has
an excellent boat with a trolling motor
that defied the windy conditions, ‘forgave’ my average casting, and allowed
a stealthy approach. Our catches on the
Ningaloo Reef included a five-pound
bonefish, plus golden trevally and blue
stripe trevally.
“On the third and last day, Allan
and I fished the Exmouth Gulf. This
feels like a very different fishery, with
many permit, large queenfish, and a
fish that is known locally as ‘blue bastard.’ Having the option of this more
sheltered fishery allows you to escape
the more hostile weather conditions
on the reef and makes different species available. That said, my day in the
gulf proved to be a very tough one. We
didn’t see many fish at all until after
lunch, when we encountered significant
numbers of permit, large queenfish, and
golden trevally. Most of these fish were
following rays and sharks. Our catch for
the day included queenfish, a small GT,
and a golden trevally.
“I should note that you can add to
the diversity of your catch in the Exmouth area by going outside the reef
and fishing for ‘bills.’ Milkfish are also
sometimes seen both in the blue water
and, occasionally, inside the gulf.
“Since this was principally a family
holiday, I stayed at Sal Salis, a wonderful tented eco-resort on the beach in a
National Park. The downside of that
was it took an hour or more to get to a
place where the boat could be launched
for my fishing outings. For a fishing-only trip, I think the Novotel in Exmouth
would be a better base. As for the best
time to come here for the fishing, Allan, an Exmouth resident and fishing
guide for many years, gave the nod to
September through February. Just be
aware that the wind and weather conditions can be at their most challenging
during these months. On balance, if you
are a confident and capable angler on
the flats, able to cast in windy conditions, I recommend Ningaloo Reef and
Exmouth Gulf during the peak of the
fishing season. For easier, less challengAugust 2016

ing conditions, March through August
may be better. I’ll close by saying that I
recommend fishing with Allan Donald.
He has the fishing knowledge, he has
the gear, and he is absolutely on the
ball. More than that, he is a great guy to
spend three days with.”
 It has been a while since we published a report on Tsimane, the almost
legendary Untamed Angling dorado
spot in Bolivia. Here’s an update on the
place from subscriber Robert Fulop. He
writes:
“Recently, my son and I booked a
weeklong trip to Tsimane that involved
fishing Asunta Lodge on the Sécure
River the first half of the week, then

switching to Agua Negra, which is two
hours downriver by small dugout canoe.
This was a short-notice trip and we did
not have much time to get all our gear
together. Fortunately, the trip organizers
provided us with a comprehensive list
of gear recommendations, which included the typical light-weight clothing
for sun protection, sturdy wading boots,
dry bag, and rain gear. We rigged up
four 9 wt. rods with floating lines and
ordered a good selection of very large
flies, the biggest of which were nine to
10 inches long. The smallest were about
four inches long.
“We were met at the airport in
Santa Cruz, Bolivia, by the local rep,
Hugo, who had our ground travel and
overnight accommodation all planned.
The next morning, we departed from
a small local airport for the one-hourand-45-minute flight aboard a Cessna
206 into the Bolivian jungle. The fact
that we landed on a grass air strip gives
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you an indication of just how remote
Asunta Lodge really is. From a comfort
standpoint, the lodging at both camps
we stayed in was more than adequate,
although we both agreed that we preferred the newer Asunta site. Both
camps featured permanent tent structures with two twin beds and a back
room for the shower, toilet, and sink.
The camps had separate buildings for
dining and relaxing. In the latter, you
could access a Wi-Fi signal. Power was
provided by a generator that operated
most of the time anglers were in camp,
although our last dinner at one of the
camps was disrupted by the backup
generator going down. That made for an
early night. There was ample food and
beverage at both camps. As for weather,
it was consistently in the upper 80s during the day, dropping to the lower 60s
at night. We had no periods of extended
rain.
“There were four anglers in our
group, and we fished in pairs in separate
fishing locations known as ‘beats.’ Each
beat provided a different fishing experience, requiring us to change tactics to
hunt down dorado. The staff setup and
logistics were unique. It involved the
use of a 25-foot dugout canoe with a
15 hp engine that easily accommodated
two anglers plus a guide and two local
tribesmen who maneuvered the canoe
and helped spot dorado.
“Our first full day of fishing saw
us traveling one hour up the river,
where we left the Sécure to fish a feeder
stream that promised clearer water and
maybe some sight casting. This made
sense, since the prior week had seen a
good amount of rain coming down in
the surrounding mountains. Departing
anglers had told us the rain changed
water conditions very quickly and kept
their catch numbers on the low side.
Indeed, our feeder stream had better
water for fishing than the Sécure. We
fished our way upstream in the canoe
and on foot. We had a chance at several
large dorado that day in the eight- to
15-pound range, but sight casting to
them was difficult. Making a soft presentation when you’re throwing a large
fly on 40-pound fluorocarbon tipped
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with 40-pound wire was next to impossible. Dorado don’t often care about a
fly smacking the surface when the water
is stained. In fact, it often generates a
good strike. But in clear water it makes
the local baitfish called sabalo scatter,
which sends the dorado away as well.
We only landed three dorado that first
day, but I attribute that in large part to
our needing to learn how to cast the
huge flies.
“The program for the second day
called for us to hunt for huge dorado
in the deeper sections of the river. That
meant we would be mostly blind casting. This upper section was not only the
most difficult area we would fish, but
some parts of it were downright dangerous. The terrain featured steep rock faces and ledges sometime 25 feet above
the water that provided little room for
casting. Unfortunately, this beat also
produced very few dorado. One of the
big reasons for our lack of success was
our failure to bring sink-tip lines or at
least split shot. We just could not get
down deep enough to where the larger
fish were holding.
“The next day provided a complete
change of pace. We covered a lot of water fishing downriver while casting from
the canoes at fallen timber structures.
The river continued to be stained, so
sight casting was no option. However,
we managed to pull several large dorado from their holding areas along current breaks created by dead timber lining the river bank. This fishing required
much shorter and more manageable
casts in the 50-foot range. The successful technique involved presenting the
fly right along the timber line, getting
in three to four short strips, and then
presenting again with no false cast. You
wanted to get in a lot of casts because,
when a dorado was there, the strike was
almost immediate. We fished two areas
where feeder streams join the Sécure,
and these were very active with aggressive dorado working the mud line.
“We used the same basic fishing
technique the next day as we worked
our way down toward the camp at Agua
Negra. My son and I both blind-cast
to structure from the canoe or waded
August 2016

to narrow breaks with a strong flow of
water, fishing the drifts from headwater to tailwater. Both approaches were
productive. Our final day saw us going
considerably farther up the Agua Negra,
where there was much better water
quality. We had many opportunities to
sight-cast there for big dorado traveling
upstream in small groups of three to six
fish and to quite a few lone fish following schools of sabalo in calmer pools.
“At the top of the Agua Negra is a
large and deep pool where massive dorado porpoise the water surface but are
essentially uncatchable without sink-tip
lines or split shot. Our technique and
presentation were right on, according to
the guide, but despite all the work get-

ting far upstream we only took a couple
dorado from the Upper Agua Negra in
what I thought were optimum water
conditions.
“Our trip to the Bolivian jungle
was a worthwhile experience, but anyone coming here should be mindful
that your success will be a direct result
of your effort. I’m 50 and my son 19.
I felt for our camp mates who were 65
and 70, because they physically could
not, and did not, cover as much water
as we did, which reduced their catch
numbers. The riverbed is treacherous
in most areas, and you have to keep up
a pretty good pace of travel with the
young guides. The amount of water
we covered most days was exhausting.
Your casting arm at the end of the day
was strained.
“The camp staff at Tsimane was
cordial and attentive, which added to
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the comfort factor, but a tip of $100 per
day is definitely the expectation when
the time comes to leave. As with any
multiple guide situation, we found some
were better than others in adjusting to
the angler’s preferences or strengths,
but overall there was consistency between the group. My main regret was
not taking along any split shot, as there
were many situations where an addition
of a couple pieces of lead would have
made a big difference by getting us
down to where 25-pound dorado hogs
were likely to be holding. This Tsimane
trip is at the top end when it comes
to overall cost, but I am still glad my
friend Lalo Dela Croce of Orvis, Argentina F.S. (http://www.argentinafs.com)
contacted me about booking it. This trip
is on my radar for a future trip.”
 Subscriber Tim Welch, who was
behind the recent effort to open a sportfishing program on Fanning Island in
the Pacific, is also a trout fisherman,
as witness the following two reports he
filed last month on trips to the Blackfoot and Bitterroot Rivers and to the
Henry’s Fork of the Snake River. He
writes:
“My business partner, Bob Kinghorn, and I had a morning of business
to do in Idaho Falls recently. Since the
meeting was on a Thursday, we decided
to fly afterward to Missoula, Montana,
where we arranged to drift the Blackfoot and Bitterroot Rivers with guide
Dan Shepherd. Dan had us on the Bitterroot at 9 AM, launching at Florence
Bridge with plans to take out at Lolo,
an 11-mile drift. This freestone river
flows 90 miles north to the Clark Fork
and then to the mighty Columbia. It is
usually the first of the rivers in the Missoula area to let go of its winter ice, so
it is often busy with other anglers early
in the year. On this particular day, we
never saw another water swatter.
“It was cloudy, 50 degrees, and
breezy with light, misty rain as we
started to fish. It felt like summer to us
woodlanders! Fortunately, I am an optimistic fisherman who tends to believe
there is a fish around every bend, as that
is all that kept me from believing there
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were no trout or any other living things
in the river up until about noon. We
fished a Luna Negra size 8 as an attractor with a variety of weighted nymph
droppers. We even tried trailing dry
flies. The water had been slowly dropping for three days to about 4,000 cfs,
Dan said, so the clarity was quite good.
He kept us tight to the best shorelines,
and he encouraged us to work the various kinds of eddies we encountered.
“Finally, we noticed a midge hatch
and a gray drake or two at midday, at
which point we switched to an extended-body Parachute Gray Drake sizes 10
and 12 along with a Parachute Adams in
sizes 10 and 12. After hours of reluctant
fish, the inevitable happened: Bob and
I had flies in the same eddy, he from
the back of the boat and I up front. Bob
hooked a 20-plus-inch brownie on a
purple Chubby, while I simultaneously
tied into an eight-inch rainbow. The
moment was all about Bob’s brown,
and I was assigned the task of taking
the photos, so I put my precious 5 wt.
Thomas and Thomas on the deck and
turned my back to shoot a grinning Bob
with a true trophy Bitterroot brown.
And that’s all I’m going to say about
my ignorant move, other than to note
that the photo of Bob with the wonderful fish has a GPS stamp on it, which
will be a reminder forever of the spot
where eight inches of rainbow caused
a world of recrimination and considerable financial loss. That rod, you see,
sported my favorite England-made SA
reel! Fortunately, the terrible event was
softened by our having a moderately
successful end of the day with cutbows,
rainbows, and browns, all taken on dries
and in typical sizes and quantities.
“On day two, we moved to the
Blackfoot, where we made the six-mile
drift from Johnsrud Park to Wisherd
Bridge. Again, the river had been dropping for about three days, and that
continued while we fished with a drop
from 3,200 cfs to 2,900 cfs. We started
the day with nymphs and indicators
large and bright enough to be seen in
the wild water and foam lines. Later,
we switched to purple Chubbies with
trailing Drakes and Adamses. When the
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bite happened, there was some sun on
the water through broken clouds, with
fairly serious intermittent showers. Dan
called the four-hour bite a ‘furious’
experience. I can’t remember much but
the whirl of fish. The experience made
me realize the Thomas and Thomas was
just a rod and reel. The trout we caught
were nothing short of perfect. And I
caught them just as well on my St.
Croix backup!”
Postscript: Tim Welch says he booked
guide Dan Shepherd through the Grizzly Hackle Fly Shop (406-721-8996).
 Turning to the Henry’s Fork, Tim
Welch says he fished it this past May
with his 18-year-old college freshman
grandson and his dad. He writes: “I
wanted to make this trip luxurious, so

I picked the venerable Henry’s Fork
Lodge at $550 per night per guest,
meals inclusive, as a place to stay, and
I hired two guides for two days from
WorldCast Anglers (www.worldcastanglers.com) in Victor, Idaho. I specifically asked for George White, exceptional
for his river knowledge and teaching
skills, and gentle to a fault with even
his clumsiest clients. He teamed up
with Mike Medvecz, and with them we
fished three stretches of the Henry’s
Fork: Ashton Dam to the Fun Farm
takeout, about four miles; Ora to Vernon, another four-mile drift; and the
beautiful Millionaire Pool on the Railroad Ranch to the Riverside takeout,
another four-mile drift. Normally, a
day’s drift is a single put-in and takeout,
but on both of our days the guides conducted two drifts, repeating in one case
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the run from Ashton Dam to Fun Farm.
They paid for the additional shuttles out
of their own pockets. It was but one of
the many artful ways they worked to get
us on the most, and best, fish.
“The weather was breezy and, at 80
degrees, was hot for the season. Water
flow was ideal at 1,500 cfs, jumping to
2,400 where the Henry’s Fork is joined
by the Fall River. Using our 5 wts. and
large top-water flies (Water Walkers, a
golden stonefly imitation, and Chubbies
of various colors, with occasional droppers), we cast to tight shoreline targets,
under sweepers, into rocky corners, and
at submerged logs. The banks are both
undercut rock and long, lovely grassy
stretches that provide cover for both
browns and rainbows. A good drift on a
well-cast fly tended to last only three to
five seconds before the boat moved on,
but in those short interludes, we could
see fish move out of the dark and into
our sight, and, if the gods were smiling,
a take.
“The two largest fish of the trip
were a 23-inch rainbow, landed by my
grandson, and a 24-inch brown I managed to take. My grandson took his fish
in midstream in fast, choppy water, using a no. 20 Pale Morning Dun under a
stonefly. I took mine on a Golden Stone
fly. The brown was the biggest taken on
the river so far this year, according to
Mike Medvecz. The fish also damaged
and ultimately broke my St. Croix 5 wt.
“An experience like the one I had
on the Henry’s Fork makes me question
why I head to foreign lands and distant
shores so often when, arguably, we have
the most beautiful water and the best
guides right here at home. I didn’t think
the Henry’s Fork Lodge was a good
value, I must say, though it was clean
and friendly. There are other happier
choices. WorldCast Anglers in Victor,
Idaho (800-654-0676), is your best bet
for waters all over that region.”
Postscript: Tim gives the cost of the
guiding on this trip as $550 per day for
each guide.
 The last time we published a report
on Whipray Caye Lodge (www.whipraycayelodge.com) in Belize, it was
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from a subscriber who reported getting
up to 20 shots a day at permit. Subscriber Will Rice didn’t do that well,
but he enjoyed his stay at this lodge
this past April. He writes:
“Julian Cabral, the owner of Whipray Caye Lodge, is one of those guides
that let no mistake go uncommented
upon. However, he is a good instructor, and all of us were casting better by
the end of the week. He also has strong
opinions on flies, rods, techniques, and
so on, but he was pretty much spot-on
with them. He knows the waters and
the fish around his island-based lodge
very well. The lodge is very small and
private, hosting a maximum of six
guests.
“We had lots of shots at permit
and rolling tarpon during our visit. We
were on the water by 5 AM and had
some of our best fishing right at sunrise. All of us spent a couple of extra
days in-country, doing some jungle
walks and snorkeling on the reef. Placencia, which is just 11 miles from the
lodge, is a very friendly town (much
nicer than Belize City), with lots of
places to stay and good restaurants.
“As mentioned, we had a good
number of shots at permit on most
days. We also fished two lagoons
with schools of tarpon in the 20- to
50-pound class. We did not see any
bonefish, however. Most of the time
we were wading, but we did some fishing from the boat. I used a 10 wt. rod
when we were searching for permit,
moving up to 10–12 wt. rods when
we were looking for tarpon. For the
permit I used a floating line, and for
the tarpon a slow-sinking line. I used
mostly green or tan Bauer Crabs tied
very small (body about the size of your
fingernail) and lightly weighted for
the permit. Gummy minnows were the
ticket on tarpon.”
Postscript: Rice says he booked his
trip through Yellow Dog Fly Fishing
Adventure (www.yellowdogflyfishing.
com). He gives the cost of it as $3,200,
not including the additional non-fishing days. He notes that it is important
to time your flight into Belize City
early enough to allow you to catch the
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commuter flight to Placencia the same
day. Otherwise, you will have to stay
overnight in Belize City.
 Now, here’s a readable and interesting report! It’s from subscriber
William Montgomery, who floated the
Deschutes River in Oregon over the
Memorial Day weekend. He writes:
“Three buddies and I recently returned from four days and three nights
of fishing and camping on the Lower
Deschutes River in Oregon. The drift
was 46 miles from Warm Springs to
Maupin. It was the first time on the
Deschutes for all of us, and the fishing
was fantastic. We hit the very end of
the salmonfly and golden stone hatch,
but the fish were still keyed into big
dry flies. The float is beautiful, with

gorgeous vistas and plenty of wildlife.
There were only a couple of rattlesnake
sightings.
“The fishing was not easy, and we
worked for every bite. The Deschutes
has an unusual regulation that prohibits fishing from a boat. You have to
get out of the boat and wade. A tribal
permit was needed for our first day of
fishing. Boots with lots of studs and
wading staffs are mandatory. Most of
our fishing was done along edges under
overhanging trees, where the fish wait
for big bugs to drop down. We learned
how to do ‘bow-and-arrow’ casts, sitting on rocks in tight spaces under tree
branches. The results were often explosive, and as close as 10 feet from our
rod tips. The majority of the time we
fished top water, but we did occasionally fish dry-and-dropper rigs around
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some gravel bars. We would also stop
and balance on mid-river rocks, casting
to hungry fish. Lunch was a delicious
stream-side hot meal. The guides really
took care of us.
“The fishing here is mostly done
with 5 wt. rods with floating lines. You
can use a 6 wt. for dry-dropper if you
like. There were quite a few people
on the river nymphing with indicators,
which looked productive, but definitely
not as much fun as fishing with large
dry flies. The commonly used flies
were #6 to 10 variations of Chubby
Chernobyls, Clark Stones, and Norm
Woods Specials. I had tied some of
my own flies, which worked okay, but
the guides’ flies worked better (not
surprising). We used 3X tippets, which
helped us bring fish to the boat in tight
spaces. The droppers were your basic
#14 tungsten pheasant tails (gets down
quickly). There were lots of caddis and
PMD hatches, but the fish wanted the
big flies. Most of the fish we caught
were 12 to 16 inches in length, but we
all caught at least one 20-incher. Of
course, we all lost some big ones too.
It’s pretty obvious why the rainbows
here are called ‘redsides.’
“Our trip coincided with Memorial Day weekend, so there were lots
of rafts and drift boats on the water.
There didn’t seem to be much fishing pressure, however. The weather
was perfect, 70s during the day and
40s at night. We caught a lot of fish.
I watched one of my buddies catch
about 10 fish in a row casting upstream
from a single rock. At one point on the
third day, I was dropped off a bit upriver from the campsite. The wind was
howling up the river, but the fish didn’t
seem to mind, and the wind actually
made it easier to make quick roll casts
along the edges. An hour and half and
a dozen and half fat rainbows later, I
arrived at camp with a huge smile on
my face, ready for a cold one.
“We used Ethan Nickel Outfitters (https://flyfishoregon.wordpress.
com; tel. 541-554-2303), with Ethan
Nickel and Ty Holloway guiding and
‘Big’ Kyle as our bagger/camp manager. I highly recommend them. They
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are young, hardworking, patient, and
very knowledgeable about the water
and the various techniques. The camps
were comfortable (we even had hot
showers!) and the food delicious and
plentiful. The tents were tall enough to

stand in. They were equipped with cots
and pads. There were well-maintained
outhouses at every campsite. We would
end our days on the water, exhausted
and happy, arriving at a fully set up
camp and greeted by Big Kyle with

a cold cocktail and hot appetizers. It
doesn’t seem like you are roughing it
when you’re served a steak for dinner
and an ice cream sundae for dessert
(gotta love dry ice!). This may become
an annual event!”
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CUBAN FLY FISHERS

The Best of New Zealand
Fly Fishing

Your dream just came true...

CUBA IS OPEN AT LAST!
The new pristine destination for Bonefish, Permit
and Tarpon. Come before everyone comes! We are
the top agency for Fly Fishing in Cuba since 2000
and we will take great care of you. Ask us about
legal visits for US travelers to Cuba.
Contact Information
Mike@cubawelcome.com
www.cubawelcome.com
Offices in UK and Havana /License # ATOL 6547
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For over 25 years, we have
specialized exclusively in New
Zealand fishing and travel. Fly
fishing is our central focus, but
we are experts in many other
activities available in New Zealand.
We create exclusive fishing
programs, as well as sightseeing
and other nature-based activities.
Call for a brochure or visit New
Zealand’s most exciting fishing site.
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Contact Information
MikeMcClelland
Tel.: 800-528-6129
E-mail: info@BestofNZ.net
www.BestofNZflyfishing.com
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Fly Fish for Redfish
Year-Round
Specializing in fly fishing, catch and
release. Accommodations for up
to eight guests.
Six flats boats running.
• Capt. Gregg Arnold •
• 504-237-6742 •
• www.Laredfish.com •
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Native New Orleans
Fly Fishing!
Fourth-generation guides. Thirty-six years in business
in Alaska and 23 years in Kamchatka, Russia. Rafting
and Fishing — Wild and Scenic Rivers.

Louisiana’s rich waterways provide the
perfect environment for enormous
redfish, black drum, sheepshead and
jack crevalle.

Ouzel Expeditions Incorporated
Paul and Sharon Allred
P.O. Box 935, Girdwood, AK 99587
800-825-8196, www.ouzel.com,
E-mail: paul@ouzelexpeditions.com

• Captain Kenny Ensminger •
• Tel: 504-427-8396 •
• E-mail: kje24@live.com •
• www.nativeneworleansflyfishing.
com •
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